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Introduction to Functional Safety (FuSa)

➢Standard for Functional safety → ISO26262 → Automotive

➢Harm

➢Risk  → Probability of occurrence of harm + Severity of that harm

➢Safety Types in Automobiles/Car  → Passive, Active, Preventive

➢What is Functional Safety ?



Problem Statement and Motivation

➢Problem statement → Functional verification approach and its 
limitations 

➢Motivation → 

• Introduce functional safety-related flows

•  We present several comparisons of optimization techniques while 
performing fault simulation with full fault list and SRF fault list



ASIL (Automotive Safety Integrity Level)

➢Key component of ISO 26262 

➢Used  A risk classification scheme

➢Combination of 

➢ Severity(S)

➢ Probability of exposure (E) 

➢ Controllability (C) 

highest integrity 

requirements

lowest integrity 

requirements

* Source : ISO26262-3:2018, Clause 6.4.3 Classification of hazardous events



Base Failure Rate λ (lambda) – IEC62380

λ = λdie + λpackage

in which 

   λdie = λthermal effects + λEOS effects 

λpackage = λthermomechanical effects 

* Source : ISO26262-5:2018, Clause 9.4.2.2, Page 23

* Source : IEC TR 62380, Clause 7.3.1, Page 31



FuSa Flow

➢Should start at early stages of the 

Architectural cycle

➢Multiple Safety Mechanisms can be 

checked as per the requirement of 

Safety Standard Metrics at initial 

stages

Traditional flow vs FuSa flow



Safety Mechanism (SM)

➢ Safety Mechanism refers technical 
solution implemented by E/E 
functions or elements, or by other 
technologies, to detect and 
mitigate or tolerate faults or 
control or avoid failures in order 
to maintain intended functionality 
or achieve or maintain a safe state

➢Different diagnostic coverage can 
consider achievable by type of 
Safety Mechanism

Safety mechanism/measure
Typical diagnostic coverage

considered achievable
Example

Multi-bit hardware redundancy Medium CRC, Low Density Parity Check code

Self-test supported by hardware (1ch) Medium EDC coder/decoder

HW redundancy High Dual Core Lock Step, asymmetric redundancy

Timeout monitoring Medium Watch Dog Timer

* Source : ISO26262-5:2018, Annex D, Evaluation of the diagnostic coverage

HW redundancy implementation Example (Lockstep)



Fault Classification 

Fault classification of hardware element per failure 
mode is as mentioned below: 

➢ Safe fault

➢ Detected multiple-point fault

➢ Perceived multiple-point fault

➢ Latent multiple-point fault 

➢ Residual fault

➢ Single-point fault

* Source : ISO26262-5:2018, Annex B. Failure mode classification of a hardware element, Page 36



FuSa Fault Injection Flow

Fault list creation and Optimization from defined safety architecture

Validating estimated coverage by Fault Injection Testing 

Review Fault Injection Testing result and finalize validated metric

Step1

Step2

Step3



Statistical Random Fault (SRF)

➢complexity and the number of faults has increased 
exponentially 

➢computational time for full fault campaign also 
increased multifold

➢SRF contains the subset of actual fault samples in 
the design  

➢Reference: ISO26262-5:2018, Clause 4.8.2

➢ A Sampling factor can be used to reduce the fault list, if 
justified with respect to the specified purpose, confidence 
level, type/nature of the safety mechanism, selection 
criteria etc. 

SRF Fault Simulation

* Source : ISO26262-11:2018, Clause 4.8.2 Characteristics or variables of fault injection Sampling factors

Considered Factor for SRF Description

N Population Size

n Sample Size

Confidence Interval (CI)
Interval which is expected to typically contain the 

parameter being estimated

Margin Of Error (MOE) amount of random sampling error in the results



Fault Campaign Execution

Austemper SafetyScope is used during Safety analysis and KaleidoScope is used 
for fault simulation. Fault campaign implementation steps are as follows:

➢ RTL design is given as input to the tool along with the safety 
mechanism information implemented for each block under observation.

➢ Tool generates the FIT values (λ) for both permanent and transient 
faults analysis.

➢ The tool analyzes the design and safety mechanism information to 
generate a fault list for the block. The fault list generated is an 
optimized fault list. 

➢ The generated fault list along with observation points for the faults and 
alarm list is provided as input to tool for fault simulation. Faults are 
injected in fault simulation and output of fault simulation is observed.

➢ The KaleidoScope will generate the diagnostic coverage (fault 
coverage) values for the faults.

➢ Tool will also perform fault classification and the results can be 
analyzed to improve the DC coverage.

➢ The final step is the generation of the FMEDA report for ISO26262 
automotive standard compliance.

Fault Campaign



Results

➢ Results obtained in the analysis are for different memory blocks inside NPU Subsystem block. Memory blocks under 
analysis were TCM Memory, Shared SRAM, LUTFIFO, DMA Memory. The faults under analysis are single point faults 
and SPFM (Single point fault metric) is calculated for these faults through fault campaign. 

Not finished

ALARMS DETECTED WITH FULL FAULT LIST MEMORY SIMULATION ALARMS DETECTED IN SRF FAULT LIST MEMORY SIMULATION 

*MOE : 1.38% ~ 1.43%



Results

➢Simulation time reduction is significant in terms of numbers and percentage for 
SRF fault list simulations 

COMPUTATION TIME REDUCTION IN SRF FOR TCM MEMORY SIMULATION COMPUTATION TIME COMPARISON



Thank you !!


